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To Claire
I look forward to the day  

when I get to see you again.
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Introduction
This One’s for the Strugglers

M any women privately wrestle with the complexities of adult 
friendship. Perhaps you are one of them.

I certainly have struggled with friendship over the years. I’ve known 
years of friendship drought. I’ve experienced conflicts in relationships—
some of my own making—that have tied my insides in knots. I’ve re-
ceived wounds so bitter that I’ve retreated to cocoon myself in the false 
security of isolation.

But I’ve also experienced deep relationships with other women that 
have enriched my life beyond measure, pointed me toward Christ, and 
challenged me to grow. These relationships have taught me that friend-
ship is worth any struggle it takes to discover and deepen.

No matter where your friendships currently are, you’ve probably 
found that your heart never ceases longing for fulfilling companion-
ship. Friendship seems such a rarity to find and such a fragile joy when 
we’ve found it, doesn’t it?

As I’ve let slip that I’ve been writing a book on friendship, the re-
sponse has been something akin to thirst. Some, in larger audiences, 
have audibly squealed, not because they anticipate reading my words 
but because they are bursting with need for relief from their private fears 
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 Introduction

and struggles. In one small group setting, a woman practically jumped 
across the table at me, reaching, as it were, for help. She is one of many 
seeking an oasis in a desert.

We want friends, all of us do, and not just any friends. We want 
relationships in which we know and are known at the deepest level. 
We want friendships that point us to grace and truth.

Curiously, however, we seem to be standing beside one another, 
holding identical longings yet resolutely believing we’re alone in them. 
But the truth is we aren’t actually wandering alone and aimless in a 
desert; we’re practically tripping over each other as we grasp at our 
ideal dreams for friendship.

I’ve wondered at this. If we’re alike in our desires, what keeps us 
from turning to our left and to our right to cultivate friendship with 
those around us?

Well, it’s not that simple, you might say, as you point to your failed 
attempts, your open wounds, the boxes you’ve just unpacked in a new 
community, your insecurities and assumptions, or your overextended 
schedule.

Oh yes, I know all the reasons why it’s not so simple because I’ve 
given them myself, and I know all too well how quick we are to make 
those reasons into excuses and those excuses into thick walls. My wall 
has historically been built upon the excuse that I’m a pastor’s wife and 
women treat me differently because of it. I’ve rehearsed this excuse in 
my mind—while simultaneously taking the do-nothing, hope-for-the-
best approach to friendship.

I have come to believe that our own excuses are one of our biggest 
obstacles to friendship, but I think there is one greater: we don’t have 
an understanding of what true friendship is or how God designed it. 
In the void, we’ve taken up a cultural definition that makes friendship 
unattainably idyllic and about self: Who is doing what for me? How do 
other people make me feel? Who is reaching out to me or including me? 
Who is honoring me?

Without a biblical understanding of friendship, we tend toward 
believing we’re unique and that everyone else must mold themselves 
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around our personalities, our needs, and our schedules. As a result, we 
continually aspire to ideal friendship that is easy, comfortable, fun—and 
initiated by others. Perhaps this explains why we perpetually thirst in 
a desert.

As Christians, we must look to the Bible to inform our friendships. 
In this book you hold in your hands, we will look together to God, in 
his Word, for our definition and practice of friendship.

Spoiler alert: we’ll find that friendship is a by-product of being more 
concerned with others than ourselves.

Hopefully you’ve picked up this book because you want deep friend-
ships and you’re done with the excuses you’ve erected into walls of 
isolation. Perhaps you’ve been frustrated, discouraged, or disappointed 
by the realities of friendship and you need some help reengaging broken 
relationships or fostering new ones.

Good.
You’re who I wrote this book for—Christian women who need a fresh 

perspective on friendship, who need to know they’re not alone in the 
wrestling, and who want to know how to navigate relationships in a 
way that honors God. Together, we’ll shatter idealistic and unattainable 
dreams of friendship, embrace God-designed friendship, name threats 
to godly friendship, discover the means we have at our disposal to find 
and deepen friendship, learn what it takes to be a good friend, and learn 
how to receive the friendship of others.

I pray you’ll find what I have discovered in my own life: friendship 
is messy, but even in its messiness it is beautiful indeed.
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ONE

When Did Friendship  
Become Such a Struggle?

It is not simply to be taken for granted that the Christian has the 
privilege of living among other Christians.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer1

W hen we were children, friendship merely happened to us. 
Friends came as easily as the sunrise and as effortlessly as the 

line on the doorframe by which we measured ourselves inched taller 
every year.

We didn’t have to think about making friends. We simply approached 
the monkey bars on the playground, signed up for an after-school team, 
or steered our bikes onto the neighborhood sidewalks, and, within sec-
onds, we were swept up in a swarm of similarly aged kids barreling 
toward the ice cream truck blaring circus music on loop. We were rac-
ing alongside our teammates to the concession stand for after-game 
snow cones or migrating together through the neighborhood in gangs 
of three-wheelers, scooters, and Schwinns.
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Our mothers, when probing for the day’s details, referred to this 
random assortment of kids as our “friends.” And we supposed they 
actually were, because they generally liked what we liked, lived where 
we lived, and did what we did. They were in our proximity, moving in 
the same kid orbit; therefore, they were our friends.

My grade-school best friend lived around the corner from me in a 
house that smelled of stale cigarettes. On sticky summer days, we’d lie 
on our stomachs on her brown-and-white speckled shag carpet, chins 
propped on our fists and feet thrust in the air, watching people get 
slimed on Nickelodeon, a channel I didn’t get at home. She had a white 
canopy bed with high posters, which we’d use as microphones to belt 
out Whitney Houston songs as we jumped around on her bedspread. 
Famished from these rock star demands, we’d run to the kitchen for 
Oatmeal Creme Pies, and afterward she’d teach me ballet positions using 
the oven handle as our barre.

We had little in common, aside from being in the same class at school 
and living on the same street, and our childlike friendship required little 
to no work on my part, aside from the bike-pedaling or roller-skating it 
took to make my way over to her house. Few responsibilities limited our 
time together, few insecurities existed between us despite our differ-
ences, and little thought was given to where we stood with each other.

We just were.

High School and College Friendships

My family and I moved away from that street and that city entirely the 
summer between elementary school and middle school, that period 
of time that is the exact intersection of growing social awareness and 
self-conscious awkwardness. I cried my eyes out to my mom my entire 
sixth-grade year because I was the perpetual new kid, I didn’t like being 
the new kid, and, most painfully of all, I was struggling to make new 
friends. It was the first time I’d ever felt out of place and, being brutally 
shy, I was suddenly faced with the realization that I’d actually have to 
try in order to have friends. Merely joining a softball team or the youth 
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group at our new church wasn’t going to cut it; I’d probably have to 
speak to people as well.

Finally, after about a year, I fell into a group of girls who were part 
of my youth group—Jo, Sara, Cindy, Ashley, and eventually Anne. It was 
Jo, however, who became my closest friend.

Jo knew when I liked a boy and I knew when she liked a boy, and, 
blessedly, we never liked the same ones. In middle and high school, not 
liking the same boys is absolutely the key to an enduring friendship, and 
so ours lasted. Together, we laid out in the summers, exercised to Jane 
Fonda aerobic videos, marched in the high school band, and slumber-
partied at each other’s houses, where we’d fall asleep listening to tapes 
of the New Kids On The Block.

Our friendship was comfortable, easy, and a warm, reassuring blan-
ket during our high school years. Knowing I always had Jo, no matter 
what, gave me a sort of confidence that exceeded my average teenage 
insecurities.

Then came college. She chose one and I chose another, and we made 
plans as to how we’d stay connected. Our Sunday school teacher, with 
good intentions I’m sure, tried to prepare us for an evolving friendship, 
predicting that we probably wouldn’t remain best friends. With that 
gauntlet thrown down, we entrenched ourselves even further in our 
dedication to call and write each week. Our mutual friend Nancy, who 
sat behind me in calculus class and constantly sprayed breath freshener 
into her mouth, informed me of something that might make commu-
nication easier—this thing called email.

“Oh no,” I said snidely, “I’m sure that’s not something I’ll ever use.”
Shockingly, we did use email. And the phone. And the answering 

machine. And old-fashioned letters. But mostly email, just as fresh-
breathed Nancy said we would.

We weren’t in close proximity anymore and our friendship required 
more work than it ever had, but I’d learned that friendship isn’t always 
guaranteed, making friends takes effort, time together helps, being in 
each other’s homes solidifies friendship, and I would have to let a friend-
ship evolve in order for it to survive.
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College is where I delved deeper into the distinctive joy and richness 
of Christian friendship. My freshman year I joined a Christian sorority 
made up of three hundred girls who “held me accountable” and asked me 
about “my walk” and wanted to “do life” with me. And did I mention that 
we had a counterpart Christian fraternity? I met my husband through 
that fraternity, and we were elected presidents of our respective groups 
at the same time. I’m not joking. We each had red presidential phones, 
hotlines that allowed us to call each other with Christian emergencies. 
OK, I’m joking about that one.

Christian community in college, I discovered, required a new kind 
of vulnerability. In high school, vulnerability was revealing the name 
of the boy you had a crush on. In college, however, there was the whole 
aforementioned accountability thing. People wanted to know stuff so 
they could pray for you. You listened to their stuff so you could pray 
for them. This was Christian friendship in college, cemented by in-
tense time together, proximity, and lots and lots of fun. I found it in-
credibly fun to live with and among my friends and to stay up past 
midnight talking and laughing and even praying together. I enjoyed 
having a full social calendar and meeting hundreds of new and inter-
esting people. (And, Mom and Dad, I also had a full academic calen-
dar of studying, going to the library, getting eight hours of sleep each 
night, reading every assigned reading, and going to class. Yep, so, so 
full. PS: thanks for college. I learned a ton that I continue to use to this  
day.)

And Then We Became Adults

Looking back, college was the friendship jackpot. I remember that 
time with fondness, and I admit that I’ve spent much of my adulthood 
dreaming up ways to re-create that slice of life. College friendships 
felt much like my childhood friendships, when community just sort 
of happened to me, except in college it was with additional freedom, 
opportunities, and diversity in the types of friends I made. Everyone 
was on an equal playing field because everyone started as a new student 
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and everyone was asking the same questions about life and the future 
and relationships.

But then we all became adults. Suddenly, we weren’t on an equal 
playing field any longer, because some of us became engineers and some 
of us chose to get a graduate degree in psychology (ahem). Some of the 
kids I went to high school with had skipped college altogether, enter-
ing the workforce straight out of high school and having to grow up a 
little quicker. Some of us got married right away and some of us didn’t. 
Some of us were already picking out fabric swatches for the curtains 
and couches in our newly purchased house while the rest of us went 
back to Mom and Dad’s spare bedroom.

I moved into an apartment with Jo, who’d also graduated that May, 
and before we had even finished arranging the living room furniture 
she was blissfully and ecstatically engaged to the boy she’d giggled 
about through the computer back in college. Our boxes weren’t even 
unpacked and she was already announcing that she’d be moving out 
in mere months. I was feeling less than blissful and ecstatic, because 
it felt like he was becoming her best friend and little single ol’ me was 
being left in the dust.

I didn’t like that my friendships were evolving, nor did I find this new 
social territory exciting. Life coaxed me toward making new friends, but 
I didn’t want to make new friends; I simply wanted to figure out how to 
maintain the ones I already had. I wanted things to be how they used to be.

Effortless.
Carefree.
Fun.
In reality, I had crossed over some invisible line. I was no longer a 

child, and friendship had become inexplicably and frustratingly hard. 
The ease of childhood friendship was forever irretrievable.

Becoming an adult did a number on our friendships, did it not? At 
least that’s what I’ve observed in my own life and what I’ve heard from 
other women along the way. Transitioning into life as an adult tilted 
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our equilibrium in a way that took us years to recover from, if we’ve ever 
recovered at all. Finding and learning a new job, finding and learning 
a new city, finding and learning a new church, figuring out the whole 
singleness thing or the marriage-and-kids thing—all of these have de-
manded our best efforts and prime energy. Friendship? We’ve had to 
coast a little bit on what we built long ago, and, over time, all that 
coasting has ended in loneliness or attempts at re-creating youthful 
friendships or painful heartache and anguish. The ease and the con-
fidence we’d grown up with regarding our ability to make and deepen 
friendships quietly eroded. The time we’d always enjoyed to make and 
deepen friendships evaporated into work and diapers.

Somehow, friendship became a struggle.
And I didn’t have the foggiest clue how to cultivate adult friendships. 

They seemed a different creature altogether, and they definitely would 
require work and effort—I could tell that the second I crossed the invis-
ible line into adulthood—but just how was I going to do this? How did 
one make new friends and spend time with old ones while also juggling 
so many responsibilities and obligations?

Inching along in traffic every day as I commuted to my first post-
college job, I thought about the adult friendships I’d observed growing 
up, searching for clues. Honestly, there weren’t many friendships I could 
recall, and that should have been my first clue.

But there was one.
When I was a child, my parents constantly lugged my sister and me 

across town to Kay and Kenny’s house. There, we played with their 
son, ate simple meals, and ran wildly through the mishmash of yards 
in their home’s vicinity while our parents talked or played cards. I don’t 
remember not knowing Kay and Kenny. They’d been my parents’ friends 
since before my birth.

When my family moved across Texas that summer before I started 
middle school, Kay and Kenny actually moved with us. When Kay and 
Kenny built a house on a cul-de-sac, we built a house right across the 
street. When their son got his driver’s license, he became my ride to and 
from school each day. Even when the three of us kids were teenagers and 
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all going our separate directions, we still occasionally had hamburgers 
on Kay and Kenny’s back porch and we still went to the lake together 
each summer.

Even then—the summer after college, which I spent sitting in Dallas 
traffic—when I’d go home to visit, soon after I pulled into the drive-
way, Kay and Kenny would come across the street with a meal or an 
invitation for dessert on their back porch, as if their own child had 
come home.

Their friendship with my parents had taken purposefulness: they’d 
made decisions that stoked the friendship and kept it alive. These deci-
sions weren’t necessarily as big as the one to move to the same city at 
the same time, although that certainly helped, but rather smaller ones: 
to pop into each other’s homes for a few minutes of conversation, to 
serve at church together, to champion each other’s children.

Their friendship had also taken perseverance: they didn’t quit on 
each other, despite being fairly different and despite their children being 
fairly different. And it had taken time. Their friendship had been built 
over many years, not a few months. Like with a good wine, time had 
aged the friendship well.

As a fledgling grown-up, searching for clues about adult friend-
ship, I knew instinctively that this kind of friendship was rare, and, 
thinking about it for the first time, I treasured that my parents had 
cultivated such a thing and that, simply by proximity and osmosis, I’d 
had it too. I’d had the picnics on the back deck thrown together at the 
last minute and the spontaneous decisions to go out to eat, all of us 
piling intermixed into cars. We just walked into their house and they 
just walked into ours, bringing or borrowing whatever was needed. 
And if we were lucky, the meal ended with Kenny’s famous homemade 
ice cream, the kind that is half-melted from the start and requires a 
second or third helping.

On the back door of the house where Kay and Kenny lived when I 
was young hung a sign that read, “Back-door friends are best.”

That’s what I hoped for myself: back-door friends, women who felt 
comfortable waltzing in my door without knocking, who grabbed what 
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they needed from my fridge without asking permission, who knew that 
there was a seat at the table and love in my heart for them, and who 
knew that the meal just might end with homemade ice cream.

And so, with those clues and hopes and ideals in my head, I set out 
to get that kind of adult friendship.
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